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The first standalone novel in The Pucked SeriesWith a famous NHL player for a stepbrother,
Violet Hall is well acquainted with the playboy reputation of many a hockey star. So of course
she isn't interested in legendary team captain Alex Waters or his pretty, beat-up face and rock-
hard six-pack abs. But when Alex inadvertently obliterates Violet's misapprehension regarding
the inferior intellect of hockey players, he becomes much more than just a hot body with the face
to match. Suffering from a complete lapse in judgment, Violet discovers just how good Alex is
with the hockey stick in his pants.Violet believes her night of orgasmic magic with Alex is just
that: one night. But Alex starts to call. And text. And email and send extravagant - and quirky -
gifts. Suddenly he's too difficult to ignore and nearly impossible not to like. The problem is, the
media portrays Alex as a total player, and Violet doesn't want to be part of the game.

About the AuthorDr. David M. Anderson, P.E., is the world’s leading expert on using concurrent
engineering to design products for manufacturability. Over the past 27 years presenting
customized in-house DFM seminars, he has honed these methodologies into an effective way to
accelerate the real time-to-stable-production and significantly reduce total cost.His book-length
website, www.HalfCostProducts.com, presents a comprehensive cost reduction strategy
consisting of eight strategies. DFM is a key half-cost strategy because it supports most of the
others. Dr. Anderson shows clients how to apply these strategies for cost reduction, ranging from
half cost to an order of magnitude, which he teaches in customized in-house seminars,
workshops, and design studies to generate innovative breakthrough concepts.In the
management of technology program at the University of California at Berkeley, he wrote and
taught the product development course twice. He wrote the opening chapter in the sixth volume
of the SME Tool and Manufacturing Engineers Handbook. His second book on mass
customization, Build-to-Order & Mass Customization: The Ultimate Supply Chain Management
and Lean Manufacturing Strategy for Low-Cost On-Demand Production Without Forecasts or
Inventory, is described in Appendix D.Dr. Anderson has more than 35 years of industrial
experience in design and manufacturing. For seven years, his company, Anderson Automation,
Inc., built special production equipment and tooling for IBM and OCLI and did design studies for
FMC, Clorox Manufacturing, and SRI International. As the ultimate concurrent engineering
experience, he personally built the equipment he designed in his own machine shop. He has
been issued four patents and is working on more.Dr. Anderson is a fellow of ASME (American
Society of Mechanical Engineers) and a life member in SME (Society of Manufacturing
Engineers). He is a certified management consultant (CMC) through the Institute of
Management Consultants. His credentials include professional registrations in mechanical,
industrial, and manufacturing engineering and a doctorate in mechanical engineering from the



University of California, Berkeley, with a major in design for production and minors in industrial
engineering, metalworking, and business administration.Dr. Anderson can be reached via email:
anderson@build-to-order-consulting.com. His websites are www.design4manufacturability.com
and www.HalfCostProducts.com.
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Jessica Luongo, ““According to media reports, Alex Waters is a player, and I don’t want to get
played.”. This book was an unexpected delight! A friend recommended it to me because I was
craving “a really good grovel”, and Alex did not disappoint! Violet’s lack of verbal filter created so
many laugh-out-loud awkward situations that it just made her so endearing as a character, and
Alex loves ALL of her. She knows how awkward she is and even takes steps to avoid social
situations because of it, but Alex sees her and matches her weird. It is sweet and endearing to
read how they fit together.Unfortunately, because of Violet’s social awkwardness, and her
reluctance to date a hockey player (ESPECIALLY one of her brother’s teammates) she has some
insecurities and trust issues. At first, I was wondering why she put so much stock in what she
sees in notoriously unreliable tabloids and gossip rags because Alex is nothing but sweet and
genuine with her. However, due to pressures from his agent (HATE that guy!) to land an
endorsement deal, he tries to appear like a single bachelor in public and denies their
relationship to the press, stating they are “just friends”. This understandably upsets Violet, who
shuts him out, and that’s when Alex demonstrates a master class in groveling!I loved how much
this book made me laugh. Alex and Violet’s inappropriate and nerdy banter made for believable
chemistry and you really rooted for them as a couple. When the betrayal happens, I smacked my
head and wanted to smack Alex, too, but he started redeeming himself right away. It helps that
we get dual POV’s and know what Alex is thinking through the ordeal and what he goes through
to win Violet back.”

Jaida*, “Be still my heart, Alex Waters. I absolutely loved this! This book was everything. It had
me laughing out loud so many times. The FMC is hilarious. I thoroughly enjoyed this book!!! And
understand why this series is so highly rated.Alex Waters, who apparently can do no wrong so i
secretly hate him and but love him all the same, is everything. I also think the relationship Vi and
Buck have is pretty special, even if either of them dont know it.My only regret is that i waited so
long to start this series”

Kylie, “good, def wasn’t expecting it. I liked this book…. However, the amount of times she refers
to his junk as monsterc**k and her vag as beaver was just a lot lol and idk Violet just seemed off.
I almost gave it 3 just for that, but I liked the story and the other parts were good too lol and I also
really liked Alex  ”

LouB, “Well-written, funny & great to come back to where it all started. I have read all the Pucked
series, the All In series and the newest book about the next generation (Little Lies about
Lavender Waters & Kodiak). In Sept 22 the next book Bitter Sweet Heart about Maverick Waters
will be released.But this book, Pucked, is where it all began with Alex Waters & Violet. Violet is a
little bit crazy, she doesn't have a filter.This book is funny, hot, and introduces you to some of the
other characters with their own stories coming up.I've read a lot of ice hockey books since, but



think of this series as the original and the best! The books are well-written and well-edited. The
editing (or lack of) is a big problem with so many books so it's good to read a well put together
book without a lot of mistakes.Helena is clearly intelligent and has a great vocabulary. Her books
are just so much better written than some of the books I've read. She makes these characters
intelligent but quirky, good-looking and sexy but nerdy. Violet and Alex haven't overcome too
much in their lives but there is real emotional depth to the characters Helena create. Its fantastic
to re-read this book and go back to how Alex & Violet got together because they remain as
central characters in so many future books and its great to follow them as they build their family
and their family grows up.”

Poetic Puppy, “Thoroughly enjoyable. Sex and silliness; that’s what you’re getting from ‘Pucked’.
With just a little less sex, I’d say it’s perfect. I know. What kind of erotica reader wants less sex.
Well, me. But at least this is an enjoyable ride and the scenes don’t all bleed into one another.
This is the first book I’ve read by Helena Hunting and I have to say I’ll be looking to read her
works again.Violet and Alex have strong chemistry from start to finish. But unlike some romance
stories, Violet doesn’t allow her attraction Alex to override her sense of self-worth. I have to say
that’s probably one of the things I loved most about this story. Violet pulled away when she saw
things in Alex she couldn’t live with and Alex fought for her each and every time, proving himself
to her every time. There are several ups and downs for the couple but they feel organic within the
story. Another plus, if you ask me, as I’ve seen many stories like this one that felt forced, which
distracted from my enjoyment. Violet is beyond quirky and sometimes I laughed, and other times
I scratched my head. Thankfully for Violet, Alex seemed to understand her, even when I didn’t. I
loved that no-one had to change or compromise who they were, to be in the relationship.If you’re
looking for a hot read, that sure to make you laugh, then I would definitely recommend ‘Pucked.’
Happy reading!”

Helen, “A must read!. I was late to the Pucked party and I still haven't forgiven myself for waiting
so long to read this series! Violet is my all time favourite female character, she is outright
hilarious and I laughed out loud so many times - I didn't even care about all the funny looks I was
getting Alex is a scorching hot, funny and I'm not even going to go into the MC! Alex and Violet
are so good together, I was routing for then from the get-go. It's not all plain sailing, but their
journey is a real page turner.This is a must read for rom-com fans and a book I will re-read/listen
to again many, many, times. Helena Hunting is the master of romantic comedy.”

Ali's Adventures, “Perfect Read (and re-read). Just as good (if not better) reading the second
time around, because I know what's coming for all of the supporting characters! Alex and Violet
are a match made in hockey heaven. Funny, adorable and steamy, Pucked is the perfect puck
me up ;)Truthfully? I wanted to re-read Pucked, because, after reading Little Lies I was a wee bit
frustrated with Alex, so I really wanted to get back to the things I originally loved about him.



Thankfully my faith in him in 1000% restored and I can't wait to read Maverick's story.”

Nicci, “Utterly nonsensical and so much fun!. Make no mistake about it, this book is complete
and utter trash. Seriously, it's awful. The storyline is weak and the characters have very little
depth and the vocabulary and phrasing used throughout the novel made something inside me
shrivel up and die... But I had so much fun reading it!It made me laugh. It made me cringe. It was
utterly nonsensical when I needed nonsense.It was sex with little substance interspersed with
giggles and the occasional touch of sweet to balance the over the top media-induced
relationship drama.Plus, there's hockey. I love hockey romances. They're my favourite kind of
sports romance.Ultimately, I think this is a book that people will love or hate.My advice would be
don't take it too seriously, don't expect too much and just appreciate it for what it is - an over the
top romantic comedy with a hockey backdrop.Oh! And bonus enjoyment if you can appreciate
the crudeness and immaturity.”

The book by Gary Santorella has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 7,630 people have provided feedback.
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